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True to Life

Get the Full Picture

The GlobalSim Mobile Harbour Crane simulator which
allows the operator the ability to drive the crane and
lift loads anywhere along the quay and perform load
and unload operations both on dock and below deck.It
can operate in a custom arena that has a quay area, a
large container stacking area, and a truck loading and
unloading area.

The GlobalSim Mobile Harbour crane makes it easy for
operators of all experience levels to achieve optimal
productivity and efficiency without having to manage
gear shifts. It comes with factory integrated equipment
and controls with the option to add a motion base to
help operators get realistic and quality training.

Full Training Options

Flexible Hardware Options

GlobalSim’s exclusive senario editor gives instructors
the ability to build and customize challenging
courses. The instructor may control the weather, load
placement, and many other factors in order to teach
and train proper execution of safe operation in any
situation.

GlobalSim’s advanced simulation systems offer the
most realistic virtual training available. With several
hardware configurations to choose from and the
option of interchangeable control consoles,
GlobalSim can provide a training solution for
specific or generic material handling equipment.

Product Features
»» Simulation of authentic equipment
»» Multiple load types
»» Controls to center mass
»» Bulk and General Cargo Capabilities
»» Fully articulating pyramidal telescopic container
spreader
»» Fully articulated hook attachment with rotation
capability
»» Fully articulated clam shell grab (mechanical
bucket with cables)
»» Crane levelling using four (4) stabilizing legs
»» Functionality driven by interactive controls
screen
»» Alarm / fault indicators
»» Realistic mechanical sounds
»» Adjustable weather and environmental
conditions
»» After Action Review Application for training
session feedback
»» Self-paced curriculum enabling higher student
to instructor ratio
»» Integrated multiple simulators to work together
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